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Most of the answers can be found on the interpretive signs beside the site and 
all of the answers are in the answer key provided. Park interpreters are there to 

assist but not to give the answers. 

Follow COVID-19 protocols and social distance. Some sites may have  
more visitors. Please wait to get closer or ask the questions from a  
short distance away. Follow directional signage when it is in place.

Using your Heritage Park map, begin your hunt—have fun!

#1

Bachelor’s Tent Cabin – Located between Gleichen School House, Map #67 and Berry Creek 
N.W.M.P. Post, Map #68

►  How much did a tent cabin cost?

►  Who generally lived in tent cabins and why?

►  What were two of the advantages to owning a tent cabin?

►  What current Calgary business began in a tent cabin?

Millarville Rancher’s Hall – Map #71

►  Why do you think neighbours worked together to build this community hall?

►  What were some of the uses for the hall?

►  What year was this hall constructed?

►  What do you think is homemade entertainment?

HUNT AND SPEAK GAME
LIVINGSTON TRAIL

As you travel along Livingston Trail to the Park exit, we have provided a Hunt and Speak game 
to play. A combination of eye spy and problem solving, the game will bring the long walk to life.

►  Which group of people used to pack their 
belongings and travel great distances across 
the prairies following the bison? 

►  Look at the road you are walking on. It is 
similar to roads that settlers would have 
travelled except they would not have had 
gravel. What challenges do you think using 
such roads would have posed for the settlers? 

►  How many horses can you see? 

►  How many windmills can you see? 

►  What Engine number is on the train that is 
running today? 

►  One of the horse pasture fences has been 
constructed in a zig zag pattern. Known as a 
zig zag fence, it has also been named after a 
reptile. What reptile is it? 

►  You will walk by a railway box car painted 
brown and white beside the road. What was it 
used to transport? 

As you travel through the Park today, list all the different types of transportation you see or use.

►  The train engine needs to fill up with sand 
and water. Can you spot the two towers that 
contain the sand and water? 

►  Why do you think the trains need water? 

►  Why do you think trains need sand? 
Consider how train wheels are constructed – 
are they smooth or do they have treads? 

►  Find the rooster weather vane. 

►  What birds can you spot?

►  This animal lives in the Park all year 
round—and changes colour with the 
seasons. Do you know which animal that is? 
Can you see any? 

►  Settlers did a lot of walking—just like 
you are doing now. What other modes of 
transportation did they use? 

►  How many train stations can you see? 



STOP 1 – PROSPECT RIDGE 
TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY NATURAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
One-way traffic must be followed at Prospect Ridge. Look for directional signs.

Coal Mine Office – Map #44

►  Why do you think “Coal was King” a century ago?

►  Mining towns were multicultural and many languages were spoken. Where do you think 
some of these people immigrated from?

►  Miners and their families lived in constant fear of tragedy. What do you think they were 
afraid of?

Prospector’s Cabin – Map #45

► Gold mining towns were a place for commercial opportunities. What do you think some of 
these opportunities might be?

►  The Yukon authorities required each miner to haul in a year’s supply of provisions. How 
much did these supplies weigh?

►  Bustling towns were prosperous only during the time that the gold rush lasted. What do 
you think happened to these towns when the rush ended? What are some of these towns 
now known as?

STOP 2 – THE VILLAGE
1910 PRAIRIES RAILWAY VILLAGE

Eugene Coste Park – Map #13

►  Urban Parks at the turn of the century had many of the same uses as parks have in 
Calgary today. What are some of those uses?

►  Why were parks thought to be important at this time? 

►  This Park is modeled after a formal garden design by which Canadian company?

►  What is Eugene Coste known for?

Nanton Livery Barn – Located beside Flett’s Blacksmith Shop, Map #28

►  When you came into town from your farm you needed someplace to leave your team of 
horses. Besides stabling and feeding your horses, what other business might you transact 
with the livery man?

►  If you didn’t have your own horses, what business could you do at the Livery Barn?

►  What other informal service did the Livery Barn provide?

Shonts Grain Elevator – Map #26

►  Towering above the prairie, the grain elevator could be seen for miles. How many elevators 
were in Western Canada by 1900?

►  What was the capacity of a standard elevator?

►  Farmers would drive their wagons into the elevator where the agent would evaluate the 
grain. What three things would the agent determine before he would dump the grain into 
the pit?

Finnish Sauna – Located behind the Nightingale Colony House, Map #59

►  Settlers brought traditions with them and established them in their new communities. 
Why did the Finnish build saunas?

►  What created the steam in the sauna?

►  What social aspect was a benefit of the sauna?

STOP 3 – THE RANCH
1910 PRAIRIE MIXED FARM

►  What kind of farm is this and why would early pioneers have this kind of farm operation?

►  What animals do you see? Why would they have been raised?

►  What pumping mechanism using the power of wind can you see? What was it used for and 
why was it important?

STOP 4 – THE SETTLEMENT
1860s FIRST NATIONS ENCAMPMENT AND FUR TRADING FORT & 1880s PRE-RAILWAY SETTLEMENT

Hudson’s Bay Company Fur Fort – Map #64

►  Many First Nation’s tribes came to the trading forts to exchange furs for a variety of 
European manufactured goods. What was the standard of trade?

►  There is a large wooden structure in front of the fur storage building. Can you guess what 
it is and what it was used for?

►  What item inside the fort grounds would have been discharged to indicate that the fort 
was open for trading?

►  When the men had time to relax, they would play an outside game called quiots. See if you 
can find the game. What similar pioneer game does it remind you of?


